October 3, 2018 PTA Meeting
Event Recap Form- Sheila, we are bringing back the recap form, will create a new file in the
google drive for each event. The volunteer coordinator will remind event coordinator to fil it
out each week.
Marathon- pushed back due to weather. 12-2 instead of 9-11. Patty will send out an email
Blast tonight.
Breakfast- scheduled, everyone is good to go. RSVPs rolling in. They would like to set up the
night before and can check with the office to be sure there are no conflicts.
Sixth grade retreat- next Thursday to Friday.
Seton Social- flyer out- correspond with BLAST. Hoping to pull in new families, will tie in with
BLAST.
Parent Buddies- There are a total of 27 new families, 17 parents stepped up for one or two
families each. The buddies will let them know of new events, offer to accompany/meet them
etc. Responsibilities are outlined in documents on the website
Barnes and Noble book fair- considering not holding it given the funds we already have to
spend and they current timing. There may be other uses for the books and items. We will hold
it. Looking for a new volunteer to chair (Sheila will contact Ann)
Run club- beanies are in, had to cancel two weeks due to weather, added one make up.
Basketball- need a coordinator, going to try put an ad in the bulletin, still lots of teams, we have
stalled the program because of decisions about the fees. Last year all registrations due October
20, we are getting close to the deadline and are behind. Looking at other schools for gym time.
Basketball Sub Committee:
Costs and Findings: Harley charges $2100 to have practice space 2 nights per week, they billed
us for two years last year. Created a 2k unexpected charge from Harley. So we aren’t paying as
much as it appears from last year’s budget; Uniforms: Seton owns, there were more kids, so we
had to purchase more. The uniforms are $100 each from Valenti and they needed 21, there
was also $1100 for little angels pinneys. $3400 to Diocese for registering the team. We spent
$93 per kid, we collected $80 for Seton students and $100 for non Seton students, OLOL
charges $160 for CYO. $50 for Little Angels, at the court where LA practiced hoops were too
high, we got kicked out twice bc of conflicts.
Recommendations: We should to change or increase the prices for little angels to $30 but no
family cap, CYO per kid $100/$120. Unanimous vote, no looking into charging for games, too
much of a challenge.

Presidents report: Discussion about families that are considering leaving- if you catch wind of it
make a comment to Danielle or Patty, reach out to their support groups to move to be more
supportive and reaching out to those individuals. In addition, asking liaisons to contact Daniele
or Patty when they hear rumors that are causing anxiety or worries amongst the families. We
hope to work together on an individualized approach to communication for each situation.
TreasurerPass the budget: Added Fall Social and took out After Care, approved. Yay Sheila!!
We did find an online option for PTA donations. For marathon, we can’t track it per kid. We’re
going to activate the link and Sheila will work to figure out ways we can still use it to collect
donations/PTA funds.
All online forms on the website.
Volunteer Coordinator Reports: Wants to offer parent coffee and volunteer sign up during
teacher conferences.
Seton Spirit wear- Shannon Hansford proposed doing Seton Spirit wear as a fundraiser.
Response was positive and we will move forward with the vendor Shannon uses and Shannon
will coordinate.

